COCKTAIL

COCKTAIL
Graphic retro design
Cool and modern retro-looking
furniture inspired by the 1960s and
‘70s. The round shapes are
combined with slim legs.

Fully extendable drawers
With fully extendable drawers you
get more storage out of your
furniture. Easy to pull out and easy
to reach all things.

TENZO COLOUR NO.
008 CREAM WHITE
029 MUSTARD YELLOW
066 SHADOW BLACK

design studio

Design by: Tenzo Design studio
This collection is designed by
Tenzo Design studio. We have nearly
90 years of experience in design
and construction. Our area of
expertise is modern, high-quality,
colourful furniture with a genuine
Scandinavian touch.

Lacquered all the way
This range has an exquisite and
wellcrafted look. All the interior
drawer sides and backs are
lacquered in the same colour as the
furniture.

MATERIAL
Lacquered mdf. Metal leg.

COCKTAIL

DESIGN BY:
Tenzo Design studio

4945 Cabinet 3D 2Dr

W:106 x D:40 x H:107 cm

008 - Cream

029 - Mustard

066 - Shadow black

029 - Mustard

066 - Shadow black

4944 Sideboard 2D 2Dr

W:158 x D:40 x H:68,5 cm
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COCKTAIL
PLAYFUL WITH A TOUCH OF RETRO

As a tribute to the graphic and colourful 1960s and ‘70s, this range combines rounded shapes with
high and low contrast shades. The encounter between the matt lacquered base and knobs and the
semi-matt body is a success. You instantly get a modern retro feeling. Any piece from this range will
be a young and poppy eye-catching piece of furniture in the room.
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This furniture is designed to make you happy with a pretty design and poppy colours. And to store
things. With fully extendable drawers there is room for most things you need to keep, and yet let
you have a fun room. Even when you open it you get a little bit extra happy, the drawer sides are
lacquered in the same colour as the rest of the furniture.
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